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VW Powerplants



AeroVee 2.1 Engine



Diﬀerent, yes, but they work TIM KERN, EAA 825075



VOLKSWAGEN’S FOUR-CYLINDER ENGINE WAS conceived more than 70 years ago, when aviation technology was far ahead of automotive, so it was no surprise when Dr. Ferdinand Porsche drew from aviation practice as he set out to design the “people’s car.” The opposed, air-cooled engine was cheap to produce, reliable, and simple to maintain. It still is, and that is a big reason for its popularity in so many aircraft designs. VW-based engines, both amateur- and pro-built, have powered perhaps a hundred different experimental designs: machines as different as the lowwing Sonerai (which has gone 186-plus mph with a 1600-cc engine in the hands of racer Brian Dempsey) and the Baby Lakes, an aerobatic biplane. It is the engine of choice for the modern Sonex and Waiex, for motorgliders, and for popular plans-built airplanes like the Corby Starlet and Bert Sisler’s Cygnet; it also has flown in the Bowers Fly Baby. Many of Chris Heintz’s Zenair machines were designed with a VW as the primary or optional power. Add Fisher’s Dakota Hawk, the Volksplane, KR-1 and -2, Dragonfly, Bob Counts’ Preceptor Ultra Pup, the Pober Pixie, the Pazmany PL-4, Avid Flyers, Kitfoxes, the “Mosler-Max,” and designs from Jodel and Kolb and you start to get the picture. Powered parachutes (PPCs) and gyroplanes and many other airframes can also be adapted to VW power. Even certified designs have flown with VW power—I was personally involved in a (not-too-successful, as it turned out) Luscombe conversion. VW power has also morphed into essentially new, proprietary designs, as seen in RotorWay helicopters.



SO, WHY THE CONTINUING POPULARITY?



The VW engine is perhaps not “the best” at anything. It does not deliver the best power-to-weight in its horsepower class; it is not the most economical to run, per horsepower delivered; it may not even have the longest theoretical life. What it offers, though, is significant, and its evolution, through decades of experimentation in aviation and development in automobiles, has resulted in making it a strong contender for a flier’s engine. VW power ratings (roughly 60-85 hp) are a perfect match to a large number of aircraft. A thoroughly modern, reliable, and adequately powerful VW engine is within everyone’s financial reach. The automotive aftermarket continues to supply rebuild parts (valves, bearings), and the efforts of dedicated aviation engine-builders have resulted in options to suit everyone’s version of what the “ideal” configuration should be. Basic VW engine technology is well-understood (but admittedly widely debated), unlike some of the popular small, off-the-shelf aero engines from dedicated
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manufacturers (e.g., Rotax and Jabiru) who started from scratch to design their new engines. Compared to those engines and some of the small Continentals, Lycomings, Franklins, as well as some old inline designs, the VW looks—and is—simple. Parts are readily available at low prices, and the engine design is straightforward. People, regular people, feel they can work on a VW. Regular people can even build them, without needing an extensive shop, lots of special tools, and a Ph.D. in engineering. Four major U.S. specialty manufacturers offer effective solutions to the trickiest parts of building; all give good customer support.



VW engines run well on just about any gasoline, but they are subject to power loss in proportion to ethanol content and reduced octane and will experience lead buildup from 100LL avgas. Time between overhauls is almost entirely builder- and operator-dependent. Since most recreationally flown aircraft see fewer than 50 hours of flight each year, rebuilds are more often due to neglect or disuse than to wear. Fly 500 hours a year, use good gas and oil, and maintain the engine properly, and you can probably count on three or four years before you’ll need to do anything important inside the engine. Maintenance is infrequent and simple, adjustments are minimal, and parts are widely available. The valve lash is a five-minute job; electronic ignition timing is typically fixed by design. Oil changes are cheap (the original VW holds just 2 quarts of automotive oil; a cooler and inexpensive automotive filter add more capacity). Wear parts (cylinders, heads, pistons and rings, bearings, valves, and seats) are auto-priced. The camshaft rides in replaceable bearings, too.



Revolutionary Dry Air Pump



WHAT TO CONSIDER Revmaster R-2200



Flexibility of design and years of work allow direct drive from either end of the crankshaft or from belted reduction drives in various ratios. Inverted oil systems are developed and proven; ignition, carburetion, and fuel injection come in many forms. Several engine-mount configurations bolt right up. Perhaps most fun of all: You can build or order an aviation-ready VW in many configurations, from 1600 cc all the way to 2.5 liters. WHAT TO EXPECT FROM A VW



Most VW installations are direct-drive. This means top horsepower is achieved at relatively high prop rpm—3400 is typical. Consequently, propeller diameter is Mach-limited to about 62 inches. (The 2700 rpm limit of many aero engines allows similar Mach numbers with props up to 78 inches in diameter. Some “known truths” about higher propeller efficiency with lower rpm still arise, though the engineering tends to refute them.) Properly converted engines can range in output from about 60 hp to just over 80, with some very large Revmaster-made specialty engines coming in higher. Claimed weights vary, but generally consider the installed weight of a starter-equipped engine with exhaust (but no muffler) to fall midway between that of a Rotax 912 and a Continental O-200. Fuel burn is largely operatordependent, but 4-5 gph is generally achievable.



When deciding to build an aircraft, engine choice is as important as airframe choice. Aircraft mission, realistic flying plans, the builder’s mechanical ability, familiarity with engine systems, and the desire to know your powerplant are balanced against the decisions to build or buy a VW engine or engine kit. The configuration and sophistication of the ultimate choice often comes down to the time available, the desire for involvement, and the budget of the customer. Airframes generally dictate whether the (typical) pulley-end or (more “aviation-y”) flywheel-end direct drive is preferred; sometimes (as in a gyroplane or PPC), there may be room for a re-drive. After that, it’s time to specify displacement (closely related to horsepower), ignition, carburetion, oil systems, engine cooling, carb heat—any of the myriad choices that allow the VW to be tailored to the builder’s exact taste and needs. Four companies in the United States offer aviation conversions for the VW: Revmaster, Great Plains, AeroConversions (AeroVee), and Hummel. Each offers advice and support, and each company has options others don’t. All (except AeroConversions) offer finished, test-run engines, plus parts à la carte. (AeroConversions supplies complete engine kits only, plus support parts for kit customers.)



with Proven Technology Designed to Reduce Premature Failures



OPTIONS AVAILABLE



The most popular homebuilt VW engine size is 1835 cc, since it is built on the stock (69-mm) crankshaft. Moving to longer-throw cranks
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FLIGHT GUIDE HAS THE SOLUTION FOR THE ACTIVE PILOT!
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FLIGHT GUIDE GOES IFR ®



FLIGHT GUIDE eBOOK For Portable Electronic Readers



What's better than having Flight Guide airport data in your cockpit? How about Flight Guide airport data and IFR approach plates integrated with each airport! Introducing Flight Guide eBooks now with IFR PilotPlates available for your portable Sony and Kindle DX Readers! Buy all three regions of both Flight Guide eBooks & IFR Pilot Plates, and together you will have yourself a suitcase full of printed IFR & VFR airport data, in one portable light weight digital reader, for a fraction of the cost! To order go to www.flightguide.com/so www.flightguide.com/sa • Airguide Publications, Inc. • 800 FLY-FLY1 (359-3591)



(strong, forged 78- and 82-mm cranks are popular) requires machining work inside the cases, and many aftermarket cases are supplied with the required machining already finished. (Throws up to 92 mm are available from Revmaster and are used with Revmaster’s proprietary cases, which feature relocated camshafts.) The most-popular “big VW” is 2180 cc, achieved with a 92-mm bore and 82-mm stroke. (This is the only engine size offered by AeroConversions.) It typically delivers about 80 hp, at 3400 rpm. The biggest problem facing a builder is how to get a prop hub on the crankshaft. All the established suppliers have solved this problem, and the homebuilder should consider buying a prepared case, crank, and hub, rather than experimenting with re-engineering this critical assembly. Dual ignition is typical, using a small spark plug that enters the head at an angle. Both magneto/electronic and dual-electronic ignitions are available. The mag systems allow hand-propping (the always fully advanced electronic ignition is turned on after the engine starts) and adds a level of assurance, in case of electrical-system failure. Most dual-electronic systems are powered by a single alternator. Revmaster has dual-electronic ignition run from a dual-alternator system. Great Plains and Hummel offer either magneto/electronic or single-alternator dual-electronic, and AeroConversions has a double-redundant dual-electronic system that ultimately runs from a single alternator.



The “Brown Arch” The Gateway to Aviation



Leave Your Mark The design, symmetrical in nature, will consist of 3,000 tribute bricks, each measuring 2 feet by 2 feet. Within the design is a Biplane made up of 160 bricks –120 bricks make up the wings, 20 reﬂect the struts, 6 complete the cockpit, and 16 bricks stand for the landing gear. Four “Compass Rose” bricks – two ﬂanking the North and two ﬂanking the South – will make up the “cowling” of the Biplane design. The center piece in the Compass Rose will be the ofﬁcial NOAA marker providing the distance to Kitty Hawk.



Purchase your brick NOW and have it inscribed and placed by AirVenture 2010! If you select a full brick, pricing beginning at $1,000, you may select the location of YOUR BRICK in the full design! That’s right – you can place it! Compass Rose brick (limited availability) ................$10,000 Biplane Landing Gear and Cockpit brick ..................$5,000 Biplane Wings and Struts brick .................................$2,000 General Area Full brick ............................................$1,000 General Area Half brick ...............................................$600 General Area Quarter brick .........................................$350 Full brick (24”x24” square) sCHARACTERSACROSSWITHUPTOLINESOFTEXT Half brick (12”x24” square) sCHARACTERSACROSSWITHUPTOLINESOFTEXT Quarter brick (12”x12” square) sCHARACTERSWITHUPTOLINESOFTEXT



*Logos can be reproduced on the brick for an additional charge of $100. Logos and other graphic designs will impact the available space for lettering.



For more information and to purchase your brick today, visit www.airventure.org/arch or contact EAA’s Development Ofﬁce at 1-800-236-1025.
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Great Plains ﬂywheel end prop hub



Inscription Guidance:*



VWs present an inherently troublesome problem for intake systems, since the inlets are on top of the heads. The result is an overly long intake runner from the carburetor (below the engine) to the intake ports. Separate runners for each port are generally preferable to single runners that end in a common manifold. The VW heads also are sometimes available with “standard” or “large” valves. Bigger, in this case, is almost never better; aero engines run at much lower rpm than auto engines for which these big-valve heads were developed. Speaking of heads, most of the cooling comes through the heads and the oil. Proper baffling and good “engine tin,” available from all the suppliers, help; oil coolers (and remote spin-on
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AeroVee carburetor



oil filters) are also good investments. Revmaster offers a bigfinned head. Most offer oil filter and cooler options. A rookie engine builder needs to know that lengthening the stroke can produce unexpectedly high compression. Cylinder base shims and careful measurement cure this problem; longer cylinders (available from Revmaster and Hummel) do the job more elegantly. Nikasil cylinders are lighter than typical iron cylinders and more expensive. Hummel produces its own longbody billet-cut Nikasil-plated cylinders. PRICING



Building your aero VW from an engine you already have in the backyard may seem to be the cheap way to get started, but it won’t be in the long run. And the frustration of making each component airworthy will quickly overtake any dollars saved. When you consider the price of a complete kit, with all new parts (that will all fit together!) or a complete and test-run engine, it’s almost silly to go shopping—unless, of course, you’d like to build your “perfect” engine, using parts from several suppliers. The complete AeroConversions 2180-cc kit sells for $6,495. Its most-popular big options are the assembled crank/prop hub assembly ($295) and aftermarket Nikasil cylinders ($500 option) that save 9 pounds compared to the standard iron cylinders. A kit from Great Plains (in 2180 cc or 2276 cc, including magneto and electronic ignition) is about $6,500. Hummel’s finished, test-run 2180, with similar ignition, retails for $5,850; billet-cut, extended-length Nikasil cylinders reduce weight and add $1,300. A Revmaster R-2200 (2180 cc) retails for $6,800. The R-2300 (available springtime 2010) will cost $7,100, and R-2500 and R-3000 engines, with 90-mm strokes, are on the way. All except the AeroConversions include stub exhausts. Tim Kern is a private pilot and certiﬁed aviation manager as well as an aviation writer and consultant based near Indianapolis. You can ﬁnd him online at www.TimKern.com. To read a companion article on how to build your own Volkswagen engine, see the February issue of Experimenter, the electronic newsletter for homebuilders. Visit www.EAA.org/ experimenter/issues/1002.html. For links to Revmaster, Great Plains Aircraft Supply, Hummel Engines, and AeroConversions, visit www.SportAviation.org.



HEADSET / INTERCOM COMBO MILITARY HEADSET ADAPTERS Sigtronics Combo Sets include a voice activated intercom, two headsets, and a high quality bag that will hold them all. The Panel Mount Combo includes our high performance Sport 200 intercom and either two S-20 articulating mic boom or two S-58 flex mic boom headsets. The Portable Combo has our SPO-22N high noise environment battery powered intercom and the same option in headsets. Hand-held radio for illustration only. Not included with combo.



Military Headset Adapters Changes the signal levels and impedances of military headsets and helmets to work with general aviation electronics. Available with U-174/U or General Aviation plugs. Sigtronics products designed and manufactured in the U.S.A.



Sigtronics Corporation • 909 305-9399 • www.sigtronics.com www.eaa.org 95
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AeroConversions) offer finished, test-run engines, plus parts Ã  la carte. (AeroConversions supplies complete engine kits only, plus support parts for kit customers ...
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Automotive-Based V-Type Aircraft Powerplants - Size 

mountains of Colorado at 20 below ... than one used in stop-and-go driving. ... Complete drive for an installation using a driveshaft to the propeller, such as a ...
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Engines, Motors or Powerplants 
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Engines, Motors or Powerplants 
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an engineer's vw installation 

on each exhaust. The gascolator box at the firewall is to keep the gascolator cool with blast air. Safety wire on the valve cover bolts. White, high temper-.
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VW Beta + RP - codedradio 

Ext.Display Ena. * 16. CDC +12 V / +12 V CDC permanent. 5. Line Out right front .... Blaupunkt-Werke GmbH, Hildesheim. Ã„nderungen vorbehalten! Nachdruck ...
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VW Phaeton - Volkspage 

Test your knowledge . ..... Disc seal. Valve body. Working chamber. Membrane disc. Brake pressure sender .... tion in the associated Workshop Manual.
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Automotive-Based V-Type Aircraft Powerplants 

This is a normal all day and all night cruise speed on most interstates. We all know that a vehicle operated mostly on the highway will last much longer than one used in stop-and-go driving. .... as we all like to have an alternate electric and vac-.
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VW-A4-GE01-15- 

Feb 23, 2006 - Remove and install using injector line wrench 3035. Always remove complete set of lines. Do not bend, kink or alter shape. 23 - Vacuum pump.
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VW Passat B6 - Kaross-chip.lv 

Mar 8, 2005 - repair and maintenance costs ... The Passat car line addresses a high-quality target group, ...... Maintenance ranges / direct manual gearbox.
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VARI-SIZE VARI-SIZE VARI-SIZE - hubbellcdn.com 

TWIST-LOCK y de PATAS RECTAS. 1. NOTICE: For installation by a qualified electrician in accordance with national and local electrical codes and the following ...
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VW Passat B6 - Kaross-chip.lv 

Mar 8, 2005 - It offers the quality, safety and design of the luxury category, while .... (later: also with electric massage lumbar support and air condition padding) ... Side window blinds (manual). â€¢ High-end ..... carrier assembly for supporting
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Coding your VW Navigation Unit 

http://www.vwnavi.co.uk. Coding your VW Navigation Unit. Using Vag-Com ensure that the. Navigation unit and car ignition is switched on, start Vag-Com.
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1972 vw bus fuel filter dbid b2utz4 
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